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ABSTRACT: Biomineralization is an intriguing approach to the synthesis of functional
inorganic materials for energy applications whereby biological systems are engineered to
mineralize inorganic materials and control their structure over multiple length scales under
mild reaction conditions. Herein we demonstrate a single-enzyme-mediated
biomineralization route to synthesize crystalline, catalytically active, quantum-confined
ceria (CeO2−x) and ceria−zirconia (Ce1−yZryO2−x) nanocrystals for application as environmental catalysts. In contrast to typical anthropogenic synthesis routes, the crystalline oxide
nanoparticles are formed at room temperature from an otherwise inert aqueous solution
without the addition of a precipitant or additional reactant. An engineered form of silicatein,
rCeSi, as a single enzyme not only catalyzes the direct biomineralization of the
nanocrystalline oxides but also serves as a templating agent to control their morphological
structure. The biomineralized nanocrystals of less than 3 nm in diameter are catalytically

active toward carbon monoxide oxidation following an oxidative annealing step to remove carbonaceous residue. The
intro-duction of zirconia into the nanocrystals leads to an increase in Ce(III) concentration, associated catalytic activity,
and the thermal stability of the nanocrystals.
KEYWORDS: biomineralization, ceria, ceria−zirconia, nanoparticle, solid solution, catalysis, CO oxidation
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eria and ceria−zirconia nanoparticles are of functional interest
due to their current widespread commercial application in
environmental catalysis1 and their use in fuel cells,2 as
pharmacological agents,3 and chemical mechanical
4

planarization abrasives. Ceria and ceria−zirconia mixed oxides
are widely utilized in automotive exhaust catalysis as oxygen
storage materials due to the facile redox behavior that exists
between Ce(III) and Ce(IV). This facile redox couple also makes
ceria-based materials active oxidation catalysts and catalyst
5 7
supports for a wide range of oxidation reactions. − The introduction of zirconia into ceria enhances the formation of oxygen
defects within the nanocrystals to promote catalytic activity and
8,9
also increases the thermal stability of the materials. Ceria and
ceria−zirconia nanomaterials are most commonly synthesized by
10
11
12
flame pyrolysis, co-precipitation, or hydrothermal routes,
which all require elevated temperatures and, most typically, the
use of a base to induce precipitation from the precursor solu-tion.
Biomineralization seeks to utilize biological systems as potentially
green and scalable alternatives to typical material synthesis routes.
Our primary goal in this work is to demonstrate that
biomineralization is a feasible, green, pathway to the formation

of ceria and ceria−zirconia nanoparticles and that these biomineralized materials are functionally equivalent to their
chemi-cally synthesized counterparts.
13,14

most commonly form
Natural biomineralization pathways
amorphous structural materials, for example, calcium carbonate15
biopolymer composite mollusk shells, iron oxides in the teeth of
16
17
limpets, or structural spicules of silica in sea sponges. Mann,
in his classic textbook, categorized biomineralization into either
biologically induced mineralization, whereby mineralization
occurs through a metabolic reaction of precursors in solution, or
biologically controlled mineralization, whereby the biological
system controls the structure of the mineral, but the mineralization process occurs through supersaturation rather than a
18
metabolic turnover of precursors. Without structural control,
biologically induced mineralization leads to materials with
irregular size, shape, structure, and composition, making such an
approach generally unfavorable for the formation of well-defined
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functional nanomaterials. In contrast, a reliance only on
precipitation from a supersaturated solution limits the materials
palette available to thermodynamically favorable products unless,
as in a biotemplating approach, an additional reactive chemical
species is introduced, e.g., in functional material production, the
19
use of Na2S as a reactive sulfur source in CdS biomineralization
and H2O2 as an oxidizing agent in Co3O4 biomineralization for
20

battery applications.
The challenge to producing “green”
functional materials by biomineralization is thus to develop
approaches that combine metabolic or, more generally, active
enzymatic precursor turnover with biotemplating in a single
biological system; we term this combination direct biomineralization. Herein, we demonstrate a single enzyme active for the direct
biomineralization of cerium oxide and cerium−zirconium oxide
solid solution nanoparticles. To the best of our knowledge, there
are no prior reports of direct biomineralization of these widely
utilized catalytic materials, nor are there prior reports of biomineralized oxide materials being used as active heterogeneous
catalysts for gas phase reactions.

Templated biomineralization of ceria has previously been
reported by Okuda et al., who utilized an apoferritin cage to
template CeO2 nanoparticles upon inducing mineralization
with HEPES−NaOH in aqueous solution.21 This process
yields nanoparticles ∼5 nm in size but requires multiple
separation steps to remove larger “bulk” ceria particles
formed through reaction of the precipitant with free ceria,
that is, ceria precursor in solution that is not associated with
a templating ferritin cage. In contrast, the combined
enzymatic mineralization and templating approach
described herein exclusively produces ceria nanocrystals,
and no subsequent particle size selection is required.
The motivation for the current direct biomineralization work
comes from our previous work developing a single enzyme for
22
direct sulfide biomineralization
and the fascinating reports
regarding silicateins, silica proteins, first identified by Shimizu et
al. as responsible for biomineralization of silica spicules in the
23
marine sponge Tethya aurantia. These silicateins assemble into
axial filaments and actively turn over a precursor, most likely
silicic acid, in the ocean to form largely amorphous hydrated
silica spicules in sea sponges. The amino acid sequences of the
most abundant silicateins isolated from Tethya aurantia (α- and βforms) are very similar (50% by sequence, up to 75% by function)
to the well-studied cathepsin-L family of hydrolytic enzymes,
suggesting a mechanistic pathway to silica from the
tetraethylorthosilicate precursor via hydrolysis of ligands
24
surrounding the precursor. For a full discussion of the use of
silicatein in inorganic material synthesis we refer the reader to the
25
excellent review by Andre et al.
Native or recombinant forms of silicatein have previously been
24
successfully applied to biomineralization of silicon dioxide,
26
27
28
gallium(III) oxide,
tin dioxide,
and
titanium dioxide,
29
barium titanate oxyfluoride particles. This body of work is
complemented by that of the Tremel group, who have sought to
utilize surface-immobilized silicatein to mineralize thin films of
28,30−32
multiple materials onto inorganic support materials.
Of
particular relevance to the current work is the pursuit of
biomineralized functional materials. One particular challenge in
this area is the balance of crystalline versus amorphous structure
formed during mineralization, as typically the crystalline phase is
the desirable component for functional activity. For example,
silicatein biomineralization of both titanium dioxide and zirconium dioxide is reported to lead to the formation of relatively
sparse nanocrystalline domains within largely amorphous

30,31

matrices,
and crystalline γ-Ga2O3 is formed only at very low
27
precursor concentration. In the pursuit of highly crystalline
materials, Bawazer et al. developed an engineered recombinant
form of silicatein that is active in the formation of ∼5 nm partially
crystalline titania, demonstrating a critical link between enzyme
33
sequence and nanoparticle crystallinity. In contrast, BaTiOF4
was successfully biomineralized in crystalline form, although
unfortunately without any corresponding functional property
measurements, most likely due to the relatively low material yield
of many biomineralization strategies; the authors in that work note
that insuﬃcient material was obtained for X-ray diﬀ raction
29
(XRD) analysis.

While the pursuit of functional materials is ongoing, there
are, to the best of our knowledge, no prior reports of the
functional properties of directly biomineralized catalytic
oxides, although there are some reports regarding the function
of other directly biomineralized materials, for example, the use
of directly bio-mineralized metal chalcogenide quantum dots
in photovoltaic applications,34 the magnetic properties of
fungi-mediated biomineralized magnetite,35 the ferroelectric
properties of fungi-mediated barium titanate,36 and reports of
or
fungi-mediated
manganese-containing
materials,37
bacterial-mediated γ-FeOOH to form α-Fe2O3 base Li-ion
battery electrodes upon a brief heat treatment.38

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Herein we describe the single-enzyme direct biomineralization of
ceria and ceria−zirconia solid solution nanocrystals of less than 3
nm diameter from an aqueous solution of cerium(IV) ammonium
nitrate and zirconium(IV) dinitrate oxide. Nano-crystal
biomineralization of the oxides occurs without the addition of any
reducing agent or additional templating species or any
postmineralization heating. The resulting nanocrystals are
demonstrated as active catalysts for carbon monoxide oxidation,
one of a large number of potential energy and environmental
catalysis applications ranging from water gas shift catalysts, to
promoters in automotive three-way catalysts, to oxidation
catalysts for direct hydrocarbon solid oxide fuel cells. Herein, we
demonstrate single-enzyme-mediated direct biomineraliza-tion of
crystalline ceria nanoparticles, the direct biomineraliza-tion of
solid solution ceria−zirconia crystalline nanoparticles, and the
catalytic activity of the biomineralized materials.
We have engineered a form of recombinant ceria-mineralizing
silicatein from Petrosia f iciformis (NCBI accession number
Q6YD92.1) denoted hereafter as rCeSi, by taking the wild-type
sequence and generating serial truncations of the N- and Cterminal to improve expression yield from E. coli. We identified a
truncated sequence containing amino acids 124−217 as well as a
C-terminal hexahistidine tag that exhibited consistently high
expression from E. coli (rCeSi). Previous studies to engineer silicatein have used DNA shuﬄing to diversify silicatein sequences
33
as well as including C-terminal hexahistidine tags.
Incubation of the rCeSi enzyme with an aqueous cerium(IV)
ammonium nitrate (CAN) precursor solution for 24 h led to the
formation of an opaque, yellow solution, showing laser light
scattering properties consistent with the formation of a colloid,
Figure 1a and b. No corresponding color change or colloid
formation was observed for the control samples, which were
identical in composition and synthesis conditions to the primary
samples except that no rCeSi was added, Figure 1a and b.
Aqueous CAN solutions are shelf-stable and do not undergo
spontaneous oxidation to form nanocrystals within this time
period at this temperature and pH. XRD patterns collected in our

Figure 1. Ceria and ceria−zirconia nanocrystal biomineralization. (a) Photograph under natural light and (b) photograph with red laser
illumination of cerium(IV) ammonium nitrate precursor incubated with rCeSi (left) and without rCeSi (right). An opaque, pale yellow sol is
formed in the presence of rCeSi enzyme but not in the control sample, which shows no precipitation or color change. The laser light
scattering demonstrates the presence of colloidal particles in the sample with rCeSi enzyme and no particles in the sample without rCeSi.
The laser beam is coming from the right and is passing through both sample vials. (c) Synchrotron powder X-ray diﬀ raction spectra of the
dried as-synthesized product of incubation of (i) rCeSi with the cerium(IV) ammonium nitrate and (ii) rCeSi with a 1:1 molar mixture of
cerium(IV) ammonium nitrate and zirconium(IV) dinitrate oxide (ICSD collection code 156250, substantial peaks identified). (d)
Representative HRTEM image of as-synthesized ceria nanocrystals; the inset fast Fourier transform (FFT) from the particle in the yellow
box is consistent with the [11̅0] projection of the CeO2 (fluorite) structure. (e) Corresponding spherical equivalent particle size distribution,
with no particles larger than 4 nm being observed. (f) XEDS spectrum confirming the presence of Ce and O in the particles. The Cu and C
signals originate from the TEM grid, and the Si signal is an artifact from the Si drift detector. (g) HAADF-STEM image of the assynthesized ceria−zirconia particles; the inset FFT obtained from the particle in the yellow box is consistent with the [11̅0] projection of the
fluorite structure. (h) Corresponding spherical equivalent particle size distribution for the ceria−zirconia sample. (i) XEDS spectrum from a
single nanoparticle (blue) and the summation of 10 spectra from extended area nanocrystal groupings (red), confirming the presence of both
Ce and Zr in the nanocrystals. Logo in images a and b credited to Lehigh University.

laboratory can be indexed to the fluorite structure of ceria
and are consistent between batches, Figure S1.
The synchrotron XRD pattern, shown in Figure 1c, of the
solid pellet centrifuged from this opaque solution shows peak
positions and peak broadening consistent with the formation of
CeO2 nanoparticles having the fluorite structure (ICSD
collection code 156250). Rietveld refinement, Figure S2, of the

XRD pattern confirms the fluorite structure, space group Fm3̅m,
with a lattice parameter of 5.449(1) Å and mean crystallite size,
estimated from the Lorentzian crystallite size broadening param39
eter as implemented in GSAS, of 22.1 ± 0.2 Å.
Figure 1d shows a high-resolution transmission electron
microscopy (HR-TEM) image of the centrifuged and dried pure
ceria sample, demonstrating that the ceria has been mineralized

as highly faceted individual crystalline nanoparticles. The
interplanar spacings and angles present in these phase contrast
images are in good agreement with those expected for the fluorite
structure of CeO2, Figure S3. The ceria nanoparticles have a tight
size distribution with mean particle diameter (based on area
equivalent spherical particles) of 2.56 ± 0.38 nm, Figure 1e, which
is consistent with the crystallite size estimated from XRD. No
large crystallites or amorphous regions were observed during
imaging of multiple samples. Furthermore, X-ray energy
dispersive spectroscopy (XEDS) analysis confirms the presence of
only cerium and oxygen within the particles, Figure 1f. While
there is likely residual carbonaceous material, including the
enzyme, in the as-prepared sample, the particles do not appear to
be bound within any carbonaceous matrix and are stable as a
colloid upon resuspending in dilute nitric acid without any
additional processing.
Thus, the protein biologically induces ceria mineralization, in
contrast to biologically templating during chemically induced
21
mineralization. It is especially important to note that, unlike
other preparation methods, ceria nanocrystal formation occurs in
aqueous solution without the addition of a base or elevation of
temperature and in the absence of an explicit chemical structuredirecting agent. Furthermore, these ceria nanoparticles are among
40 ,41
the smallest reported in the literature.
The ability to form
such small particles is a consequence of the direct
biomineralization of the material. The majority of chemical
approaches to ceria nanoparticle synthesis utilize elevated
temperatures during synthesis or during a postannealing step to
6
form the crystalline oxide. While we utilize an annealing step to
remove any carbonaceous material prior to catalytic testing,
elevated temperature is not required to form the crystalline oxide.
Attempts to biomineralize pure zirconia from zirconium(IV)
dinitrate oxide (ZDO) via rCeSi leads to the formation of a solid
zirconia phase; however, the product consists primarily of slightly
larger (5−10 nm) highly disordered particles with only a relatively
few highly crystalline tetragonal zirconia nanoparticles present,
Figure S4. This is similar to prior reports of amorphous silicon
24
26
27
dioxide,
titanium dioxide,
and gallium(III) oxide.
In
contrast, incubation of rCeSi with a 1:1 mixture of CAN and ZDO
leads to the formation of an opaque sol after 24 h.

As with the pure ceria sample, XRD patterns of the
centrifuged material obtained from this mixed CAN and ZDO
solution can be indexed to the fluorite structure of ceria and are
consistent between batches, Figure S1. The higher resolution
synchrotron XRD pattern of the centrifuged solid material,
Figure 1c, is also consistent with the formation of single phase
fluorite structured nanoparticles, space group Fm3̅m. Rietveld
refinement, Figure S2, provides a lattice parameter of 5.437(2)
Å and average crystallite size, again from the Lorentzian
isotropic size broadening, of 24.53 ± 0.1 Å. When compared
with the values obtained for the pure ceria sample, the
measured contraction in lattice parameter is consistent with
formation of a ceria−zirconia solid solution.8,42,43

HAADF-STEM analysis, Figure 1g, again confirms the
formation of individual crystalline nanoparticles and the
absence of any larger particles or amorphous material (see
also Figure S5). The particles have a narrow size
distribution, Figure 1h, with a mean size of 2.41 ± 0.43 nm,
which is in good agreement with that deduced from XRD.
Compositional analysis of individual nanoparticles by XEDS
was attempted, but in many cases we were unable to collect a
statistically significant number of X-rays before the nanoparticle
was irretrievably damaged by the electron beam. Instead XEDS

spectra could be more reliably collected from groups of two or
three particles, and analyses on many such NP groupings
provided similar XEDS spectra. Figure 1i shows an XEDS
spectrum derived from the summation of 10 such “extended
area” spectra and one example from an individual nanoparticle.
This semiaveraging analysis method supports the conclusion
that ceria−zirconia solid solution nanoparticles are formed by
incu-bation of rCeSi in the presence of both Ce- and Zrcontaining precursors. The relative atomic concentration of
Ce:Zr, calculated using a Cliﬀ −Lorimer-type analysis, was
determined to be approximately 82%:18%. These
biomineralized ceria− zirconia solid solution nanoparticles are
among the smallest reported to date.44
Interestingly, when the nominal ratio of zirconium to cerium
was increased in the synthesis procedure by adjusting the
precursor concentrations, their relative atomic concentration of
the nanoparticles remained unchanged. Samples synthesized
with nominal Ce:Zr ratios, 1:2 and 1:4 in solution, at the same
total precursor concentration as the other materials in this
study, yield particles with atomic ratios of 83:17 and 81:19,
respectively, as determined by XEDS analysis, Figure S6. This
lack of sensitivity to increased Zr content in the solution may
be due to the intrinsic enzymatic biomineralization turnover
kinetics of cerium versus zirconium that is not substantially
influenced within the current range of precursor concentrations
explored to date. It should certainly be feasible to increase the
zirconium content in fluorite structured nanoparticles as
demonstrated for chemically synthesized materials.45,46
These results unequivocally demonstrate that rCeSi is active to
biologically induce and control mineralization of crystalline pure
ceria, pure zirconia, and mixed cerium−zirconium oxide
nanoparticles under ambient conditions. The catalytic mecha-nism
of both ceria and zirconia biomineralization by rCeSi is likely to
be similar to that previously proposed for native silicatein, as the
proposed catalytic residues of silicatein are preserved in the rCeSi
17
enzyme. The resultant rCeSi from N- and C-terminal truncations
is similar to the mature, protease-resistant fragment of P. f
47
iciformis silicatein isolated directly from spicules. While the
exact structure of the CAN precursor in solution is still the topic of
some debate, most recent studies conclude that it exists as a
48,49
dimeric entity with bridging Ce−O−Ce bonds.
The nature of
the six-coordinating species around each cerium atom in this
dimeric entity varies between reports, possibly due to the
variations in the solvent pH employed, but for

simple dissolution of the precursor in water, the coordinating
species are likely to be a mixture of (NO3)−, OH−, and H2O.48
In Figure 2 we suggest a hydrolysis mechanism analogous to that
24
26
proposed previously for biomineralized silica, titania, and
27
gallium oxide using silicatein. Variations in the nature or
number of the coordinating ligands surrounding the Ce−O−Ce
dimeric structure in the solvated precursor will alter the number of
hydrolysis steps required to form the oxide. Interestingly, attempts
in our laboratory to utilize a Ce(III)-type precursor, Ce(III) nitrate,
did not lead to any observable mineralization, further indicating
that the structural state of the precursor in solution is critical to the
mineralization mechanism.
This proposed mechanism, whereby a serine and histidine pair
within the enzymatic active site form an acid/base pair to catalyze
hydrolysis of the precursor, draws upon the sequence and
structural similarities between the α-form of native silicatein and
24
the hydrolytic enzyme cathepsin L.
This has been experimentally demonstrated for tetraorthosilicate hydrolysis by
observing a removal of function through site-directed mutagenesis

Figure 2. Proposed mechanism for the formation of cerium dioxide nanocrystals from cerium ammonium nitrate: (1) dissociative binding of
the precursor to the active site of rCeSi, (2) hydrolysis of the precursor, and either (3) subsequent condensation of a precursor molecule and
a hydrolyzed molecule or (4) dehydration of two hydrolyzed precursor species.

to replace either the purported active serine histidine or serine
residue with alanine50 and has been indicated as the
mechanism for gallium hydroxide and gallium oxide
biomineralization from gallium nitrate.27 In our case, the
hydrolyzed precursor subsequently undergoes condensation or
nitrate removal to form ceria. The formation of crystalline
ceria, rather than crystalline cerium hydroxide or an
amorphous phase, we hypothesize is templated by hydrogenbonding interactions between hydroxyls on the rCeSi and the
hydrolyzed precursors; again this mineralizing and templating
mechanism has been proposed for the native silicatein in the
biomineralization of silica,17,24 titania,26 and gallium oxide.27
Unlike the case of pure zirconia, we find no evidence of
particles larger than 4 nm or amorphous regions in the ceria or
ceria−zirconia materials, further demonstrating an intimate
interaction between the two elements rather than independent
mineralization of ceria and zirconia. The observed specificity of
rCeSi toward templated biomineralization of purely crystalline
materials only for ceria-rich compositions is perhaps unsurprising
given the previously demonstrated need to engineer materialspecific variants to selectively biomineralize crystalline silica or
33
titania. This is particularly true given that the commonly
observed crystal structures of zirconia are either monoclinic or
tetragonal, whereas those for ceria and ceria-rich ceria−zirconia
mixed oxides are both cubic.
Both polyhedral and cuboid particle shapes were found in the
biomineralized ceria nanocrystals (see Figure 3), with the
polyhedral being the dominant shape. The exposure of {111}-and
{200}-type surface facets results in a polyhedral shape, while
predominant {200} facet terminations form cuboid-like nanocrystals. These morphologies are consistent with those found in
comparable materials synthesized via traditional chemical routes
51
at elevated temperature, indicating that while rCeSi clearly both
induces and controls ceria biomineralization, it does not template
in such a way to produce surface facet distributions that deviate
from the typically expected distribution. As with chemically
synthesized nanocrystals, the polyhedral shape is more commonly
observed in the biomineralized materials due to the comparable
51
surface energies of the {111} and {200} facets. In common with
the ceria nanoparticles, polyhedral and cuboid shapes were also
found in the biomineralized ceria−zirconia samples, with the
polyhedral shape being dominant.
The Ce−O bond within the fluorite structure is Raman active,
1 52,53
with an expected peak position for pure ceria of ∼462 cm− .
Formation of a ceria−zirconia solid solution shifts this Ce−O

bond vibrational frequency to a higher wavenumber.52−54
Figure 4a shows the Raman spectra for the as-synthesized,
non-heat-treated, biomineralized ceria and ceria−zirconia
and the purchased commercial pure ceria reference sample.
Both the biomineralized and commercial pure ceria show
peaks at the expected position of 467 cm−1. In contrast, the
peak position of the biomineralized ceria−zirconia is
shifted to 480 cm−1, providing further confirmation of the
formation of ceria−zirconia solid solution nanoparticles by
the enzyme in the aqueous phase at ambient temperature.
Cerium is found in both the 3+ and 4+ oxidation state, as
shown in the XPS spectrum presented in Figure 4b. XPS peaks
are labeled U and V, following the naming convention set by
Burroughs et al., representing the spin−orbit doublet 3d5/2 and
55

3d3/2 respectively. The peaks u, v, u″, v″, u‴, and v‴ correspond
to cerium in the 4+ oxidation state, where the u‴ and v‴ result
9
6
0
from the Ce3d O2p Ce4f final state, and u, v, u″, and v″ result
9
5
1
9
4
2
from a mixing of the Ce3d O2p Ce4f and Ce3d O2p Ce4f
0 0
56
final states. The peaks designated u , v , u′, and v′ correspond to
0 0
cerium in the 3+ oxidation state, whereas u , v , u′, and v′ peaks
9
5
2
9
6
result from a mixing of the Ce3d O2p Ce4f and Ce3d O2p
1
56
Ce4f final states. Annealing the samples in air leads to an
increased Ce(III) content (26%) in the ceria−zirconia sample as
compared to pure ceria material (12%). This increased Ce(III)
8,57
concentration is consistent with previous reports.
Incorporation of zirconium into the ceria lattice has been shown to reduce
the oxygen vacancy formation energy and stabilize oxygen
vacancies, leading to a shift in the ceria redox equilibrium and an
58
associated increase in Ce(III) concentration. The determined
59 61
Ce(III) concentration is within the range of previous reports. −
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) analysis of the Zr(3d)
region (see Figure S7) further confirms the presence of the
zirconium in the mixed sample and suggests it exists solely in the
4+ oxidation state.
The direct optical band gap for our biomineralized ceria and
ceria−zirconia materials and a commercial sample containing
15−30 nm ceria nanoparticles were determined to be 3.55(3),
3.57(3), and 3.22(3) eV, respectively, Figure 5a. The significant
increase in band gap for the biomineralized ceria compared with
the commercial ceria material is consistent with expectations and
prior reports of quantum confinement in similarly sized
62
chemically synthesized ceria nanocrystals. A simplistic type of
Vegard’s law relationship has been shown to apply to the band
63
gap of some alloy semiconductors. All other things being equal,
increasing the zirconium content in ceria should have the eﬀ ect of

Figure 3. Faceting of biomineralized ceria nanocrystals. Representative (a and c) HR-TEM images of biomineralized ceria having
polyhedral and truncated cubic morphology nanocrystals; (b and d) plausible schematic reconstructions of the NPs shown in (a) and (c),
respectively. The polyhedral nanocrystals are the more abundant entities.

Figure 4. Raman and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopic analysis.
(a) Raman spectra collected on as-prepared samples of biomineralized ceria and ceria−zirconia and from the commercially obtained
reference sample of ceria. The increase in measured Raman shift for
the ceria−zirconia sample is consistent with the formation of a solid
solution. (b) X-ray photoelectron spectra of the Ce(3d) region of the
biomineralized ceria and ceria−zirconia samples following annealing
of both powders in air at 500 °C for 20 min, demonstrating the
increased Ce(III) concentration, and thus higher oxygen defect
concentration, upon doping with zirconia.

increasing the band gap, due to the band gap of bulk cubic
64
zirconia being 6−7 eV. However, prior literature has shown that
an increase in Ce(III) concentration in Ce1−yZryO2−x, along with
the associated increase in oxygen vacancy concentration, leads to
1
the formation of a partially occupied 4f band that reduces the
65,66
band gap of oxygen deficient ceria.
As shown in Figure 4b,
there is a significant increase in Ce(III) concentration upon
zirconia incorporation. Therefore, the lack of measured band gap
increase upon Zr doping that may be predicted from a simple
Vegard’s law approach is most likely due to the opposing
influence of increased oxygen vacancy concentration. In addition,

Figure 5. Optical properties and catalytic activity toward CO
oxidation: (a) optical band gap determination for the assynthesized biomineralized ceria and ceria−zirconia nanocrystals
compared to larger grained (15−30 nm) commercially purchased
ceria. The increase in band gap is indicative of the quantum
confinement of the <3 nm diameter biomineralized nanocrystals.
(b) CO conversion as a function of temperature for comparing the
catalytic activity of biomineralized ceria and ceria−zirconia
nanoparticles. The temper-ature required to achieve 50%
conversion for the ceria sample is 304 °C, whereas that for the
ceria−zirconia material is 252 °C. This reduction in temperature is
a consequence of the enhanced reducibility and increased thermal
stability of the ceria material upon incorporation of zirconium
atoms within the structure. Data for a second repeat of the lightoﬀ measurement on the same sample is included.

numerous subtle factors including influence of chemical
environment and capping ligands can potentially influence
the measured band gap.
The underlying motivation for introducing zirconium atoms
into ceria is to enhance the thermal stability, oxygen storage
capacity, and associated catalytic activity of the material relative
to that of pure ceria. Hence, CO oxidation was chosen as a simple
test reaction to characterize the catalytic performance of our

biomineralized materials. CO light-oﬀ curves, presented in Figure
5b, demonstrate enhanced activity of the biomineralized
ceria−zirconia sample through a 52 °C reduction in the
temperature (from 304 ± 5 °C down to 252 ± 5 °C) to achieve
50% CO conversion. For comparison, commercial ceria (Alfa
Aesar, 15−30 nm), under identical reaction conditions, exhibited a
50% conversion at 293 ± 5 °C, which is in reasonable agreement
with the light-oﬀ data for our biomineralized pure ceria
nanoparticles. Repetition of the experiment utilizing the same
sample showed very little shift in the light-oﬀ curve, indicating
the stability of our biomineralized materials.

Subsequent HAADF-STEM analysis of the biomineralized
materials after use as a CO oxidation catalyst, Figures S8 and
S9, demonstrates that both ceria and ceria−zirconia particles
maintain their fluorite crystal structure. Particle size
distribution analysis (Figure S10) demonstrates some limited
particle size growth after use as a catalyst. However, it is
worth noting that a smaller increase in average particle size
was found for the ceria−zirconia nanocrystals, confirming the
expected increased thermal stability of ceria upon doping with
zirconium.8 This increase in average particle size is likely due
to the relatively high temperature (500 °C) oxidative
pretreatment conducted prior to the catalytic function tests.
While this high-temperature treatment removes some of the
particle size advantage gained from low-temperature synthesis, it
is necessary to fully clean the catalyst surface in this laboratoryscale catalysis demonstration. In application, however, this higher
temperature step can be performed in situ during start-up of, for
example, an automotive exhaust system where the catalyst will
operate above 400 °C and be exposed to the varying pO2
environment existing in the exhaust stream. This does not negate
the green production advantages of direct biomineraliza-tion in
terms of removing the need for corrosive precipitants or the
multistep processing typically necessary to generate such small
ceria−zirconia particles. Finally, the biomineralized materials
described here can be utilized without the need for this hightemperature step in other applications, for instance as a biological
67
68
antioxidant or in chemical mechanical planarization,

The modified silicatein was expressed from E. coli BL21(DE3)
pLysS cells using isopropyl β-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside induction,
and the recombinant enzyme purified using immobilized metal aﬃnity
chromatography (IMAC) according to previously described methods.69,70 A series of 3 × 3 h dialysis steps (Thermo Scientific
Snakeskin 3.5 kDa MWCO) against DI water was used to remove
residual salts from IMAC purification before use.

which do not operate at high temperatures. Further process
development is required to be able to controllably tune the Ce:Zr
ratio in the final mixed oxide product and to recycle or reuse the
enzyme to enable nanoparticle production at commercially viable
levels. One possible option is to explore surface immobilization of
the engineered silicatein as previously demonstrated by Tremel et
31
al. for titania and zirconia mineralization.

CONCLUSION
In summary, the demonstrated retention of crystallinity, enhanced
reducibility, better CO oxidation activity, and enhanced thermal
stability noted after zirconium incorporation into ceria all serve as
confirmation that f unctional mixed oxide ceria−zirconia nanocrystals can be successfully prepared by our direct biomineralization route. Both the pure ceria and ceria−zirconia nanoparticles
produced via our rCeSi enzymatic route exhibit catalytic performance characteristics that make them competitive with
counterpart materials made by more conventional chemical
methods. In addition, the much smaller particle sizes that are
readily accessible via direct biomineralization can already
potentially oﬀ er surface area advantages for catalysis applications
and also allow fine-tuning of the band gap by quantum confinement for optical applications. Most importantly, we have
conclusively demonstrated that enzymatic direct biomineralization is a viable environmentally benign route for the controlled,
low-temperature, aqueous synthesis of catalytically active functional oxide nanomaterials.

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
An E. coli codon-optimized, truncated form of silicatein from P. f
iciformis (NCBI accession number Q6YD92.1) containing amino acids
124−217 with mutation T10L and added C-terminal hexahistidine tag was
subcloned into plasmid pET28a as a BamHI-XhoI fragment; this adds an
N-terminal hexahistidine sequence present in pET28a. Unless otherwise
stated, standard molecular biology techniques were used for subclon-ing,
and sequences were confirmed using standard DNA sequencing
(Genscript). The resultant protein sequence is given below:

Particle synthesis was induced by adding either (i) 2 mM cerium
ammonium nitrate (Alfa Aesar), (ii) 2 mM zirconium dinitrate oxide
hydrate (Alfa Aesar), or (iii) a mixture of 1 mM cerium ammonium nitrate
and 1 mM zirconium dinitrate oxide hydrate to the purified protein solution
(4 μM silicatein). Samples were then incubated on an orbital shaker at
room temperature. After 24 h the samples were centrifuged (18000g) for
10 min, and the pellet was resuspended in 2 mM

nitric acid solution (Fisher Scientific). This washing process was repeated
five times. As reported by Patil et al. the zeta potential of ceria
nanoparticles increases at lower pH, enabling the formation of a stable
nanoparticle sol in dilute nitric acid without the need for an additional
capping agent.71 The samples were centrifuged and dried under vacuum
prior to catalytic testing and structural characterization, as necessary.
Control samples, with only the rCeSi enzyme absent, underwent exactly
the same synthesis procedure as the primary samples. No indication of any
particle formation or change in color occurred within 48 h.

Crystal structure and crystallite size were determined by X-ray
diﬀ raction measurements carried out at beamline 11-BM at the
Advanced Photon Source, Argonne National Laboratories, USA.
The diﬀ raction spectra were collected at room temperature using
incident X-rays having a wavelength of 0.414 17 Å. Rietveld
refinement was conducted on as-synthesized samples utilizing
39
72
GSAS with the EXPGUI interface. Both structures were fit to
the fluorite phase, space group Fm3̅m, with lattice parameter and
Lorentzian isotropic strain parameter, LX, refined in GSAS profile
3 to determine the mean crys-tallite size.

High-resolution XPS analysis (Rutgers University, Thermo
Scientific K-Alpha+ XPS) of the Ce(3d), 875−925 eV, and Zr(3d),
176−196 eV, spectral windows were recorded using monochromatic
Al Kα radiation at pass energies of 50 and 100 eV, respectively. A
4+
4+
Ce reference spectrum, matching previously reported Ce doublet
73
and satellite peaks, was obtained from 15 to 30 nm ceria particles
4+
(Alfa Aesar). The reference Ce spectrum was fitted to the measured
spectra for the biomineralized materials and subtracted, leaving only
3+
3+
the peaks contributed by Ce . The integrated areas of the Ce and
4+
3+
4+
Ce
peaks were used to calculate the relative Ce :Ce ratios,
using a method similar to that described in a previous report. 61 The
spectra were calibrated to the C(1s) line of adventitious C at 284.8 eV.
Prior to XPS analysis samples were annealed at 450 °C in air.

The samples were analyzed in an aberration-corrected JEOL ARM
200CF analytical electron microscope equipped with a JEOL Centurio
SDD XEDS system operating at 200 kV. Images were collected in both
the high-angle annular dark field scanning transmission electron
microscopy (HAADF-STEM) mode and HR-TEM modes. Samples were
prepared by drop casting the aqueous sol onto carbon-coated copper mesh
TEM grids. Particle size distributions from more than 50 particles were
captured in HAADF-STEM images. The crystallog-raphy of individual
nanoparticles was analyzed by measuring the interplanar spacings and
angles from the fast Fourier transforms (FFTs) derived from the
corresponding atomic resolution HAADF-STEM and HR-TEM lattice
images. The lattice fringe spacings and interplanar angles were also
analyzed to determine the particle orientation and identity of the exposed
profile view surface facets with the most likely 3D particle shapes
proposed by comparison with literature reports.74

X-ray energy-dispersive spectroscopy was conducted on the TEM
specimens in STEM mode. When analyzing nanoparticles in the
mixed oxide samples, the electron beam (probe current: 100 pA) was
2
rastered over small rectangular regions (area: 10−75 nm ) that
enclosed groups of three or fewer particles. Collecting X-rays from
small groups of particles rather than from single particles increases
the signal-to-noise ratio and alleviates the amorphization and
shrinkage of nanocrystals (each consisting of only a few hundred
atoms) via knock-on damage during acquisition. Quantification of the
XEDS spectra was carried out via the Thermo NORAN System SIX
(NSS) software using the Cliﬀ −Lorimer method.75

The direct optical band gap of the nanoparticles in our sols was
determined from ultraviolet−visible (UV−vis) absorbance spectra
measured on a Shimadzu UV-2600 spectrometer operating at
76
room temperature over the 200−550 nm wavelength range.
Raman spectra were collected using a Witec alpha300RA
(Knoxville, TN, USA) confocal Raman microscope with laser
excitation of 532 nm. Measure-ments were performed with a spot
size of ∼5 um using a 20× objective. Spectra were collected using
a UHTS 400NIR spectrometer with a grating of 2400 lines/mm.
The biomineralized ceria and ceria−zirconia materials were used as
catalysts for carbon monoxide oxidation. Their performance was
compared to that of a conventionally prepared commercial CeO2

material (Alfa Aesar) composed of 15−30 nm particles. In order to isolate
the biomineralized ceria and ceria−zirconia particles from residual
enzyme, the samples were heated in air at 500 °C for 20 min (ramp rate 10
°C/min). For catalytic testing purposes, the ceria and ceria−zirconia
materials were dispersed (10 wt %) onto 110 μm γ-phase alumina particles
(Alfa Aesar) by mixing in ethanol. A 70 mg amount of supported catalyst
was packed into a 4 mm diameter quartz reactor tube and held in place
with quartz wool plugs. Prior to commencing catalysis measurements,
pure oxygen was flowed through the reactor and the temperature was
ramped at 10 °C/min from 30 °C to 500 °C. Gas analysis during catalytic
reactions was performed using a Cirrus 2 benchtop atmospheric pressure
gas analysis system (MKS Instruments). Signals for m/z = 28, 32, and 44
were monitored and assigned to CO, O2, and CO2, respectively. The
reaction gas consisted of 2% CO, 8% O2, and 90% Ar, and the total flow
rate used was 37.5 mL/min. The reactor temperature was ramped up at 10
°C min from 30 °C to 500 °C. The procedure was repeated for each
sample by cooling in pure oxygen from 500 °C to room temperature and
repeating the temperature ramp in the CO-containing gas mixture.
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